ADMIRAL TOYODA'S  PEACE  OFFER	o6j
strictly confidential talk on a very important matter in which he
asked for my co-operation. He said that he would speak to me
frankly as a naval officer and not as a career diplomat. I replied
that I myself had no use for Old World diplomacy and was accus-
tomed to speaking also with the utmost frankness and straight from
the shoulder. What follows is a paraphrase of the summary of
Admiral Toyoda's remarks :
i. The stationing of Japanese forces in Indo-China, resulting from
the protocol for the joint defence of Indo-China, was a peaceful and
protective step taken for the purpose of solving the China affair. It
was an independent step taken on Japan's own initiative and no
German or any other pressure had been exerted.
 2.	In spite of the foregoing assurances conveyed to rne and also
to Admiral Nomura, the United States had assumed that this was
the exercise of armed force at the instigation of Germany and had
taken an economic step (our freezing order) which had brought our
countries very near to a complete severance of economic relations
and had left a big black spot on the long history of peaceful relations
between the United States and Japan.
 3.	The Japanese people, said the Minister, share his view and
public opinion has become extremely excited, but the Government
has done all in its power to repress this excitement by prohibiting
posters, public gatherings, and hostile press comment*
 4.	The  reply  of the Japanese  Government to  the  President's
proposal of July 24 was sent immediately to Washington, and when
Secretary Hull returned to Washington on August 6, Ambassador
Nomura had handed him the reply.   This reply had been drafted
after careful and complete study and with a view to meeting as far
as possible the intentions of the American Government.
 5.	The Japanese reply contains important proposals which would
bind both Governments ; Japanese forces in Indo-China would be
immediately withdrawn when the China affair is settled ; it contains
three points binding each party.
 6.	Nevertheless, the President's proposal was an independent one
dealing exclusively with the joint-defence measure of Indo-China.
The Japanese reply was also accordingly restricted to that subject
and was to be dealt with independently of the general adjustment
of relations which had been discussed between Secretary Hull and
Admiral Nomura.
 7.	On August 8, Admiral Nomura had received from Secretary
Hull the American reply to the Japanese proposal reiterating the
substance of the President's proposal of July 24, and Admiral Toyoda
regretted that the American reply seemed to attach too little import-
ance to the profound consideration given by the Japanese Govern-
ment to the President's proposal.
 8.	In other words, the American proposal, it seems, suggested the
withdrawal of Japanese forces from Indo-Chin^ as a prerequisite,
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